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The WB537SC V AL is 7hp, shaft drive, self propelled
with a 3 speed gearbox, and features an aluminium
53cm cutter deck. It has four swing back blades,
aluminium wheels with rubber tyres and double ball
bearings, a heavy duty bumper and inner and outer
deck protection. Heavy duty adjustable handles will suit
any operator. Included is a large 70L collector bag with
airflow fabric and also a mulching plug. This model is
fitted with a blade brake.

The WB487SC V AL is 7hp with shaft drive, self propelled
with a 3 speed gearbox, and features an aluminium
48cm cutter deck.  It has four swing back blades,
aluminium wheels with rubber tyres and double ball
bearings, a heavy duty bumper and inner and outer
deck protection. Heavy duty adjustable handles will suit
any operator. Included is a large 65L collector bag with
airflow fabric and also a mulching plug.
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with a 3 speed gearbox, and features an aluminium
53cm cutter deck. It has four swing back blades,
aluminium wheels with rubber tyres and double ball
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deck  protection. Heavy duty adjustable handles will
suit any operator. Included is a large 70L collector bag
with airflow fabric and also a mulching plug.
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The WB486SB V features a 48cm aluminium cutter deck
with central height adjustment from 13-67mm. Powered
by a Briggs 750EX engine and featuring a large easy to
empty 72L collector with airflow fabric, this mower is a
true professional rear roller mower for the contractor,
landscaper, groundsman or discerning gardener.

WB486SB VR - Rear Roller

WB567SK VR - rear roller
The WB567SK V-R features a 56cm aluminium cutter
deck for larger areas such as formal lawns or sports
pitches. Powered by a Kawasaki FJ180V engine and
featuring an extra large easy empty 85L collector with
airflow fabric, this mower is our flagship professional
rear roller which can be used by councils, football
clubs, contractors.
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Wb537sC V 3in1
The WB537SC V 3in1  is 7hp shaft drive, self propelled
with a 3 speed gearbox. It has a large 53cm steel cutter
deck with mulch, catch and side discharge options and
is a truly versatile commercial mower. It features four
swing back blades,  a bumper bar and heavy duty
adjustable handles that will suit any operator. Included
is a large 70L collector bag with airflow fabric.
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The WB384RB is a 38cm Lawn Scarifier/Dethatcher
featuring 22 double tipped carbon steel blades and a
fully adjustable raking depth to remove thatch and
aerate roots gently but effectively. Powered by a
quality Briggs & Stratton 750 Series, and with a pressed
steel body with a hard wearing powder coated finish,
this Scarifier is built to last. A variable height
adjustment is fitted so the dethatcher is suitable for all
lawn types. 

Dethatcher 38cm

Dethatcher 46cm
The WB486CRH is a robust 48cm Lawn
Scarifier/Dethatcher featuring 28 double tipped
carbon steel blades and a fully adjustable raking depth
to remove thatch and aerate roots gently but
effectively. Powered by a quality Honda GX160 engine,
and with a pressed steel body with a hard wearing
powder coated finish, this Scarifier is built to last. A
variable height adjustment is fitted so the dethatcher is
suitable for all lawn types. Commercial quality.

Aerator 45cm
Our WB456AH is a durable 45cm professional lawn
aerator that will help maintain your lawn’s health by
improving drainage, relieving soil compaction and
breaking up old grassroots, allowing water, nutrients
and sunlight to penetrate the ground. Our lawn aerator
is perfect for commercial projects and household lawn
maintenance. The Weibang Lawn Aerator is powered by
a Honda GX160 engine and fitted with a strong hollow
tined working head which rotates and removes plugs of
soil from your lawn down to 70mm deep.

45cm 1163c 1 SPD

38cm 163cc n/a 40L

46cm 163cc n/a n/a



The WBTR126H is a robust, heavy duty walk behind
trencher. Powerful yet compact and easy to
manoeuvre, this Honda powered trencher will dig into
soil easily and is suitable for homeowners and small
businesses.

Trencher

Turf Cutter
The Weibang WBSC409H Turf Cutter is commercial
grade, self propelled and powered by a Honda GX390
engine. It removes strips of grass 35cm wide and 50mm
deep and only requires one person to operate. This
quality turf cutter easily makes short work of removing
turf.

Truck loader
The WBLV50K - Truck Loader is suitable for leaf, litter,
and debris removal and is specially designed for such
use on hard surfaces. Powered by a Kawasaki FJ180
engine, this truck loader drives a powerful suction
turbine.

n/a 179cc n/a

80mm 163cc n/a 110kg

35cm 270cc 1 spd 180kg

450mm
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